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Pentaheptites (three-coordinate tilings of the plane by pentagons and heptagons only) are classified under
the chemically motivated restriction that all pentagons occur in isolated pairs and all heptagons have three
heptagonal neighbors. They span a continuum between the two lattices exemplified by the boron nets in
ThMoB4 (cmm) and YCrB4 (pgg), in analogy with the crossover from cubic-close-packed to hexagonal-
close-packed packings in 3D. Symmetries realizable for these pentaheptite layers are three strip groups
(periodic in one dimension),p1a1, p112, andp111, and five Fedorov groups (periodic in two dimensions),
cmm, pgg, pg, p2, andp1. All can be constructed by simultaneous rotation of the central bonds of pyrene
tilings of the graphite sheet. The unique lattice ofcmmsymmetry corresponds to the previously proposed
pentaheptite carbon metal. Analogous pentagon-heptagon tilings on other surfaces including the torus, Klein
bottle, and cylinder, face-regular tilings of pentagons andb-gons, and a full characterization of tilings involving
isolated pairs and/or triples of pentagons are presented. The Kelvin paradigm of a continuum of structures
arising from propagation of two original motifs has many potential applications in 2D and 3D.

1. INTRODUCTION

Novel forms of carbon have excited much experimental
and theoretical interest over the past two decades.1-12

Matched heptagonal and pentagonal rings have been con-
sidered as means of accounting for negative local curvature,
bends,13,14and tapers in nanotube tips,15 creating tori of low
strain,16 and rounding out the facets of polyhedral onion-
like particles.17 In contrast to these dilute distributions of
heptagons is one recent proposal for a pentaheptite modifica-
tion of the graphite sheet in whichall hexagonal rings are
replaced by either pentagons or heptagons, a structure in
which carbon would be expected to be metallic.18

It is clear from the paper by Crespi et al.18 that many
variations on the one highly symmetric structure studied there
are possible, and in fact two versions of the pentagon+
heptagon tiling of the plane are already chemically realized
in another part of the periodic table, in the boron nets of the
ternary borides ThMoB4 and YCrB4

19 (Figure 1), opening
up the distant but intriguing prospect of templated synthesis
of the as yet unknown carbon materials. Both of these
chemical examples areface-regular (i.e., every pentagon in
the tiling has the same number,t5, of pentagonal neighbors,
and every heptagon the same number,t7, of heptagonal
neighbors), a property of current interest in the mathematical
theory of polyhedra.20

In the present paper we generalize the pentaheptite
example, retaining some chemically motivated restrictions,
and find a complete classification of these layer materials
(section 2). The two nets of Figure 1 are shown to define
extremes of a continuum, in a two-dimensional analogy to
the relationship among cubic-close-packed (ccp), hexagonal-

close-packed (hcp), and intermediate packings of spheres in
three dimensions (see, for example, ref 19). Allowed
symmetry groups are listed (section 3), and construction via
the generalized Stone-Wales transformation is given (section
4). In the remaining sections, extensions in three directions
are described: for face-regular structures involving pentagons
and b-gons (section 5), pentaheptites on other surfaces
including analogues of the nanotubes (section 6), and a
general characterization theorem for tilings that involve
isolated pairs and/or isolated triples of pentagons (Appendix).

2. CHARACTERIZATION OF STRUCTURES

A pentaheptite is taken to be a tiling of the Euclidean plane
by pentagons and heptagons that is cubic, i.e., such that three
edges meet at each vertex. With reference to the geo-
metrically flat graphite sheet, the two types of nonhexagonal
face introduce curvature: positive for pentagons and negative
for heptagons. It has been argued18 that the physically
interesting case will be where the pentagons occur as isolated
pairs. It turns out (see the Appendix for the proof of a more
general classification theorem) thatany face-regular penta-
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Figure 1. Two chemical pentaheptite nets.19 Boron nets in YCrB4
(left) and ThMoB4 (right). Every ring is either pentagonal or
heptagonal, and the tiling is face-regular witht5 ) 1 and t7 ) 3
(see the text).
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heptite in which all pentagons occur in isolated pairs has
t5 ) 1 andt7 ) 3. Thus the objects to be studied are (1,3)-
pentaheptites.

Consideration of the immediate environment of a heptagon
shows that there are five possible first-neighbor shells
(“coronas”) of pentagon pairs and heptagons, two of which
(B, B′) form a mirror-image pair. These five motifs are listed
in Figure 2. Not all may exist in a (1,3)-pentaheptite tiling:
Case C implies case D for a neighbor of the central heptagon,
but case D is forbidden because it in turn implies violation
of the isolation of pentagon pairs. Thus, the patterns for the
whole layer can containonly local motifs A and/or members
of the B chiral pair. This turns out to be a key simplification
because both A and B can be represented on the graphite
lattice itself, simply by reducing each pentagon pair to a
barred hexagon so that each motif becomes a decorated
coronene fragment (Figure 3), and the empty hexagons
represent the heptagons of the pentaheptite.

Now consider how the individual motifs A and B may
pack to cover the plane. It is clear that choosing a given
heptagon as the center of a B motif immediately forces two
of its three heptagonal neighbors to adopt a B configuration
of the same handedness. Therefore, a linear chain of B
centers propagates to infinity in both directions. Motifs of
type A also have this propagation property (Figure 4).

Instead of considering strips of A or B heptagons, it is
useful to concentrate on the pentagon pairs in the decorated
sheet, which form infinite chains of 1,4 linked barred
hexagons. Such chains are eitherR (all bars running from
top left to bottom right) orâ (all bars running up to top right).

B or B′ strips are bordered by oneR chain and oneâ chain,
whereas A strips are bordered either by twoR chains or two
â chains.

All (1,3)-pentaheptites can thus be represented in two
ways, as the two-dimensional graphite plane striped by A’s
and B’s, and also as one-dimensional infinite words in the
two-letter alphabet ofR andâ (Figure 5). Clearly, there is a
one-to-one correspondence between these infinite words and
the (1,3)-pentaheptite tilings, and the stacking picture also
demonstrates that the allowed tilings span a continuum from
fully uniform (R)∞ t ...RRR... t (â)∞ to fully alternating
(Râ)∞ t ...RâRâ..., in a manner reminiscent of the descrip-
tion of ccp, hcp, and the infinite number of intermediate
tilings of 3D space by layers of regular tetrahedra and regular
octahedra.

3. SYMMETRY GROUPS

Given that all (1,3)-pentaheptites are periodic in one
dimension, two cases are possible: either the plane is an
aperiodic stack of strips which has astrip group, or the
stacking itself is periodic and has aFedoroV plane group
(see, for example, ref 19 or 21).

Figure 2. Conceivable local environments A-D of heptagons in
a pentaheptite sheet witht5 ) 1 andt7 ) 3. Note that a single D
motif implies violation of the isolated-pentagon-pair rule: heptagon
a already has at least two heptagonal neighbors in the D patch,
and if face b were a pentagon, it would produce a linear pentagon
triple, but if face b is a heptagon, thent7 ) 3 implies that all
remaining neighbors c, d, and e are pentagons, and hence the linear
triple is unavoidable.

Figure 3. Reduction of motifs to decorations of combinatorial
graphite hexagon patches. The bars in the hexagons represent
pentagon-pentagon fusions; central heptagons A and B are now
hexagons with a bar incident on one edge. Notice that this incident
bar is parallel to one other in B and B′, whereas all three are parallel
in A.

Figure 4. (a) Propagation of B motifs in infinite linear strips. Fixing
the hexagon labeled B fixes bars in its three (pentagon-pair)
neighboring hexagons; 1 now has an incident bar, but not a parallel
pair, fixing the missing bar in orientation, and is of the B type.
Likewise the missing bar for face 2 cannot be incident, and 2 is
also of the B type. Iteration of this argument sends the chain of B
heptagons off to infinity in both directions. By reflection, B′ has
the same property. (b) A motifs have parallel bars and hence also
propagate to infinity.

Figure 5. Description of the pentaheptite plane in terms of barred-
hexagon (pentagon-pair) chainsR andâ. The plane has translational
symmetry along,x but the behavior alongy depends on the sequence
of R andâ chains. The example shown is ...ââRâ....
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Just three strip groups are possible in our case (Figure 6).
These are (i) the glide-reflection symmetry groupp1a1, when
the aperiodic word is symmetric about its center under
R T â exchange, (ii) the binary rotational symmetry group
p112, when the word is symmetric about its center underR
T R andâ T â exchange (realized in one of two ways as
the center is either within a strip or between two strips), (iii)
the trivial symmetryp111. All other strip groups are ruled
out by the fact that a word containing bothR andâ cannot
exhibit reflection symmetry.

When the stack of strips is periodic, the allowed Fedorov
groups are again limited. Eight of the seventeen groups are
eliminated immediately because they contain a rotational axis
of order greater than two, and four more are eliminated by
the lack of reflection symmetry ofR,â mixed stacks. The
remaining five groups are all realizable. They are (i)cmm,
as in ThMoB4, which is uniquely realized by (R)∞ ) (â)∞,
and is the only (1,3)-pentaheptite group to contain a
reflection, (ii) pgg, the symmetry of the YCrB4 layer, (iii)
pg, (iv) p2, and (v)p1, the pure translational group. Incmm,
all pentagons are equivalent, as are all heptagons.

Figure 7 illustrates the minimal and next-to-minimal
examples for each plane group, and shows the Bravais cell
for each case. Note that, althoughp1 and p2 admit in
principle arbitrary angles in the Bravais cell, here they give
an orthogonal cell or a nonorthogonal cell with specific
angles depending on the parity and length of the repeat unit
of the (R,â) word.

4. RELATION WITH THE STONE-WALES
TRANSFORMATION

Crespi et al.18 note that their pentaheptite candidate for
metallic carbon can be obtained by simultaneous application
of bond rotation to four-hexagon pyrene units over the whole
graphite plane, and comment that this will be true of many
others. Given that theR,â strips are obtained by making one
of two distinct partitions of a quadruple strip of hexagons
into pyrene units and then rotating all central bonds (Figure
8), we can go further.All (1,3)-pentaheptites can be
constructed by this simultaneous generalized Stone-Wales11

transformation. This implies that all (1,3)-pentaheptites are
fully azulenoidin the terminology of Kirby,10 as they can
be tiled by fused pentagon-heptagon pairs. However, this
Stone-Wales construction of a given pentaheptite is not

unique, as different partitions into pyrene tiles may yield
the same product on bond rotation.

Furthermore, bond rotation can produce structures outside
the (1,3)-pentaheptite, both periodic and nonperiodic, some
including hexagonal faces. An infinite series of pentagon-
hexagon-heptagon tilings with separated nonhexagonal faces
can also be produced by Goldberg scaling of any given (1,3)-
pentaheptite, as can be done with fullerenes.24,25 Structures
with a proportion of hexagons as well as pentagons and
heptagons do occur experimentally among the ternary
borides, and in fact, the Y2ReB6 structure in Figure 5.45 of
ref 19 can be obtained by periodic Stone-Wales transforma-
tions on a graphite sheet tiled with naphthalene and pyrene

Figure 6. Examples of strip groups for (1,3)-pentaheptites: (a)
p1a1, e.g., ...RâââRââRâ.RâRRâRRRâ...; (b) p112, centered
between strips, e.g., ...âRRRâRRâR.RâRRâRRRâ...; (c) p112,
centered in a strip, e.g., ...ââRâR(R)RâRââ....

Figure 7. Examples of plane groups for (1,3)-pentaheptites.cmm
(the right-hand pattern in Figure 1) is unique, but for each of the
other groups the minimal and next larger examples are shown: (a)
pgg, e.g., (Râ)∞ and (RRââ)∞; (b) pg, e.g., (RRââRâ)∞ and
(RRRâââRâ)∞; (c) p2, e.g., (RRâ)∞; and (RRRâ)∞; (d) p1, e.g.,
(RRâRâ)∞ and (RRRâRâ)∞.
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patches (Figure 8c). The resulting structure haspgg sym-
metry, and is face-regular, as eachi-gon has the same number
tij of j-gonal neighbors (t5j ) 0, 2, 3,t6j ) 2, 1, 3, andt7j )
3, 3, 1 for i ) 5, 6, 7).

An example of an aperiodic pentaheptite constructed by
Stone-Wales transformation of a purely pyrene tiling is
shown in Figure 8d. This conical defect is centered on a
fused triple of exceptional heptagons where each has only
two pentagonal neighbors; all other heptagons have four
pentagonal neighbors, and all pentagons are still in isolated
pairs. This structure fits case ii of the classification theorem
given in the Appendix.

It is also interesting to note that the Stone-Wales
transformation of certain fullerenes can produce spherical
analogues of the pentaheptites. Transformation of all 30
pyrene patches of the icosahedral C60 fullerene gives one of
the two icosahedralfulleroids constructed by Dress and
Brinkmann.26

5. OTHER FACE-REGULAR TILINGS OF THE PLANE
WITH PENTAGONS

The two limiting tilings (R)∞ and (Râ)∞ are also interesting
mathematically because, of all the (1,3)-pentaheptites, they
are the only2-isohedraltilings; i.e., they each have exactly
two orbits of faces, one of pentagons and one of heptagons.
For tilings where all faces have one of two sizes, 2-isohe-
drality implies face regularity.

Under the restriction that all vertexes are of the same
degree, there are exactly 39 2-isohedral tilings of the
Euclidean plane (see the list in ref 27). Only seven of those
with degree 3 involve pentagons (Figure 9). The first two
are our (R)∞ and (Râ)∞. The next two are also pentagon-
heptagon tilings, but with (t5, t7) signature (2,4), the first
with all pentagons in isolated fused triples, the second with
all pentagons in infinite strips separated by double strips of
heptagons.

In fact, (t5,t7) ) (1,3) and (2,4) are the only possible
signatures of face-regular pentaheptites. We must havet7 )
t5 + 2, because the ratio of 5- and 7-gons is 1) (7 - t7)/
(5 - t5), but casest5 ) 0, 3, 4, and 5 are impossible. For
example, if t5 ) 3, any 5-gon has exactly two (mutually
adjacent or not) 7-gonal neighbors, but each of them has
more than two 5-gonal neighbors.

In the case of signature (2,4), the pentagons are organized
either as isolated fused triples or in infinite strips, since no
finite cycle of 5-gons can be filled by 7-gons, so that any
vertex has degree 3 and any 7-gon is adjacent to exactly
two 5-gons. Clearly, the infinite strips of pentagons should
be parallel, and the only possibility is tiling d of Figure 9.

Finally, one can check that any cubic face-regular tiling
of the Euclidean plane by 5- andb-gons only (whereb > 7)
(i.e., apenta-b-tite) has either (b;t5,tb) ) (12-i;3,i), where
0 e i e 4, or it has (b;t5,tb) ) (8; 2, 2). Examples (all
2-isohedral) are known for the cases (8; 2, 2) and (12; 3, 0);
these are tilings e-g of Figure 9.

The theory developed here for pentaheptites with isolated
pairs of pentagons will be applicable in a similar form to
the case where all pentagons occur in isolated fusedtriples.
It turns out (see the Appendix) that isolated-triple pentahep-
tites are all face-regular, with signature (t5,t7) ) (2,4). One
can check that the corona of any heptagon is then one of
two types, E and the mirror pair F,F′ (Figure 10). Moreover,
each corona propagates (it is enough to check this for F), so
that a continuum of lattices made up of two types of strips,
ε andφ, can be constructed in exact analogy with the (1,3)-
pentaheptites, the ternary borides, and the 3D packings of
spheres. The two extreme cases which play the roles of (R)∞
and (Râ)∞ are now (ε)∞ t (φ)∞ and (εφ)∞. (ε)∞ is unique in
having symmetrycmm and is the unique 2 -isohedral
isolated-triple pentaheptite; (εφ)∞ is not 2-isohedral, as both
pentagons and heptagons fall into two distinct orbits. The
enumeration of allowed symmetry groups proceeds as before.

In carbon structures, grouping of pentagons in isolated
triples is less attractive energetically than simple pairing. The
considerably greater strain energy of the lattice with embed-
ded triples is likely to induce rumpling or buckling of the
topologically planar sheet. Heteroatomic decoration of
isolated-triple pentaheptites is perhaps a more likely option
for their chemical realization.

The isolated-pentagon and isolated-triple pentaheptites can
be put in a much more general context, as examples of the
Kelvin paradigm:28 a continuum of structures is described
by words in a two-letter alphabet (R,â) based on propagating
motifs, where each intermediate structure satisfies a local
regularity criterion, and the two end-point structures may
satisfy some stronger global criterion. In our pentaheptite

Figure 8. Stone-Wales transformation of pyrene units gives head-to-tail fused couples of pentagon-heptagon pairs (azulene units). Concerted
Stone-Wales transformations lead to (a)R or (b) â strips, depending on the choice of pyrene units. (c) A partition of the graphite plane
into pyrene and naphthalene tiles leads to the known structure of Y2ReB6

19 under Stone-Wales transformation of all pyrene units. (d) An
aperiodic structure derived from a pure pyrene tiling.
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cases, the local criterion is face regularity with a fixed (t5,t7)
signature, and the global criterion is minimality of the number
of orbits of faces. In fact, a third instance of this general
pattern can be deduced from Figure 9. Tilings 9e and 9f are
of (2,2)-pentaoctites, i.e., cubic tilings of the Euclidean plane
with 5- and 8-gons which are face-regular with signature
(t5,t8) ) (2,2). These two cases are the limits of a continuum
where every structure is generated by parallel repetition of
interleaved pentagonal and octagonal “snakes” (infinite
paths). One can check that every (2,2)-pentaoctite can be
generated in this way. Each structure is defined by choice
of an infinite sequence of left/right turns in the snakes (i.e.,
a word in theR,â alphabet). In ref 28, four cases of the
continuum paradigm in three dimensions are described
(partitions 31-34 of Table 4). Partitions 33 and 34 show a
transition from local to global regularity. Further aspects of
this general picture will be addressed elsewhere.

6. PENTAHEPTITES ON OTHER SURFACES

All the structures considered so far are decorations of the
Euclidean plane and are in a sense small departures from
the graphite paradigm. However, there is great chemical and

physical interest in carbon tilings of other surfaces, in
particular the sphere (as in the fullerenes3) and the open-
ended cylinder (as in nanotubes29). Extension to surfaces of
higher genus9,10,30and even to nonorientable surfaces31 has
been explored in the literature for pentagon-hexagon
networks. A similar and even simpler classification can be
made starting from the pentaheptites.

The following surfaces arise asquotientsof the Euclidean
plane:33 the torus (T2), Klein bottle (K2), infinite cylinder
(C2), and Möbius surface (M2, also called the twisted
cylinder). Given a tiling of the plane, we can collapse it onto
one of the listed surfaces if an appropriate normal subgroup
of the symmetry group of the tiling can be found. Such a
subgroup is generated by two translations (T2), one rotation
and one glide-reflection (K2), one translation (C2), or one
glide-reflection (M2).

Desirable tilings arecell-complex(polyhedral) maps, i.e.,
those where the intersection of any two faces is an edge, a
vertex, or empty and the intersection of two edges is a vertex
or empty. To give a polyhedral map, a generator should
therefore not have too small a translational period.

Figure 9. The seven cubic, 2-isohedral tilings of the Euclidean plane by pentagons andb-gons.
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Recall that for our (1,3)-pentaheptites there are only three
strip and five plane symmetry groups. No strip group can
yield T2 or K2. The groupsp111, p112, andp2, p1 cannot
give K2 or M2, as all four lack glide-reflections. Tilings on
T2 andK2 are finite, with equal numbers of pentagons and
heptagons (p5 ) p7) and a vertex count ofV ) 4p5 ) 4p7.
From the allowed starting symmetry groups, it can be shown
that the smallest cell complexes onT2 havep5 ) 6, 8, 24,
12, and 20 forcmm, pgg, pg, p2, and p1, respectively.
Similarly, onK2 the smallest examples havep5 ) 4, 6, and
18 for groupscmm, pgg, and pg (Figure 11). It turns out
that the four-pentagon structure derived from thecmmgroup
is the smallest polyhedralK2-pentaheptite without restriction
on the (t5,t7) signature. An even smaller but nonpolyhedral
K2-pentaheptite with three pentagons can be derived from
(ε)∞; its dual map has graphK6, i.e., the six-color map on
the Klein bottle.

Pentaheptite tilings onC2 are direct analogues of the well-
known graphitic nanotubes. Versions of thecmm (1,3)-
pentaheptite rolled onto the cylinder were mentioned in ref
18, where it was stated that all such tubes would be metallic.
Any (1,3)-pentaheptite can be rolled up in this way. For
example, all three strip groups give minimal polyhedral tubes
on C2 with two pentagonal pairs on the circumference (two
solutions forp112, unique solutions for the other two groups).
Cylinders with two, three, four, ... pentagon pairs on the
circumference are possible; in the case ofp1a1 polyhedral
Möbius tubes are generated by odd powersi (g3) of the
generating glide-reflection.

Finally, we note that face regularity itself is a strong
condition for finite polyhedra, i.e., for tilings of the sphere,

S2. There are exactly three face-regular pentagon+ heptagon
cubic polyhedra (Figure 12). They have 28, 44, and 92
vertexes, their (t5,t7) signatures are (4,0), (3,1), and (2,2),
and their point groups areD7d, D3h, andC3V, respectively.

Extension to the general case of cubic, face-regular
pentagon+ b-gonal polyhedra adds only one infinite family
and a finite number of new polyhedra.20 The infinite family
is of barrels, one for eachb g 3, where twob-gons are
separated by two layers of pentagons. The finite set of extra
polyhedra are forb ) 6 a further eleven fullerenes, forb )
7 the three described above, forb ) 8, two more polyhedra,
and forb ) 10 a single icosahedrally symmetric polyhedron.
Thus, the set of face-regular cubic polyhedra includes the
first four icosahedral members of the fullerene series, C20,
C60, C80, and C140; all other icosahedral fullerenes have at
least two hexagon environments, though their pentagons
always form a single orbit.3

7. CONCLUSION

Restriction of the pentaheptite definition to (1,3) face-
regular lattices has been shown to lead to a full classification

Figure 10. Classification of isolated-triple (IT) pentaheptites: (a)
the two possible coronas E and F of a heptagon in an IT-
pentaheptite; (b) propagation leads to two possible infinite strips,
ε andφ; (c) extremal IT-pentaheptites (ε)∞ and (εφ)∞.

Figure 11. (1,3)-Pentaheptite analogues on the torus and Klein-
bottle surfaces, in each case the smallest that can be derived from
the plane symmetry group (see the list in the text). Arrows on the
periphery of each patch indicate the rules for gluing to give theT2

(K2) surface.T2 (left) andK2 (right) pentaheptites from (a)cmm,
(b) pgg, and (c)pg andT2-pentaheptites from (d)p2 and (e)p1.
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of these structures. Minimal examples have been provided
for all allowed 1D and 2D symmetry groups, each of which
could be investigated as a hypothetical alternative to graphite.
Generalizations to other surfaces and ring sizes have been
introduced, including pentaheptite analogues of the cylindri-
cal nanotubes. The analogous classification of (2,4) pentagon-
triple pentaheptites has been sketched.
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APPENDIX: A CLASSIFICATION THEOREM

Let T be any cubic tiling of the Euclidean plane by 5-gons
andb-gons only. The Euler relation for tilings is applicable
here, asT is normaland all vertexes are of the same degree.21

Call an edge an (s,t)-edgeif it is the intersection of ans-gon
and at-gon. CallT anIP-tiling if all pentagons are organized
in isolated pairs and anIT-tiling if all pentagons belong to
isolated triples (i.e., fused triples where the three pentagons
are pairwise adjacent). CallT an ITP-tiling if all pentagons
are organized in either isolated pairs or isolated triples. Call
a (b,5)-edgeisolatedif it is not incident with another (b,5)-
edge of the sameb-gon. Note thatnonisolated(b,5)-edges,
if present, occur as pairs in any ITP tiling. Note also that it
is possible for two adjacent edges of a pentagon to be isolated
(b,5)-edges in this sense. In any ITP-tiling, on deletion of
all (5,5)-edges, each pair (triple) of pentagons becomes a
hexagon.

Theorem:Let T be a cubic ITP-tiling of the Euclidean
plane by 5- andb-gons only. ThenT belongs to exactly one
of the following three cases.

(i) b ) 7, T is a decoration of the hexagonal sheet by the
set of (5,5)-edges, and any 7-gon has exactly one pair of
nonisolated (7,5)-edges. Moreover, (i1) ifT is an IP-tiling,
then each 7-gon has exactly two isolated (7,5)-edges, and
(i2) if T is an IT-tiling, then each 7-gon has exactly one
isolated (7,5)-edge.

(ii) b ) 7, the ratio of the number of 7-gons having zero
and two pairs of nonisolated (7,5)-edges is 1:1, such 7-gons
exist, and any two 7-gons with two pairs of nonisolated (7,5)-
edges are not adjacent.

(iii) b ) 6, and the number of pentagonsp5 is 0, 2 (an
isolated pair), 3 (an isolated triple), 4 (two pairs of
pentagons), 5 (a pentagon triple and a pair), or 6 (three
pentagon pairs or two triples). Forp5 e 3, eachp5 gives a
uniqueT; for p5 g 4, eachp5 gives an infinity of tilingsT.

Proof: First,b g 6, since otherwiseT is a partition of the
sphere. The caseb ) 6 is an instance of plane fullerenes,31,32

for which it is known thatp5 e 6. This is case iii of the
Theorem.

From now on, supposeb g 7. Someb-gon has at leastb
- 6 pairs of nonisolated (b,5)-edges, since otherwise by
deleting the (5,5)-edges, we would obtain a tiling by greater-
than-6-gons, i.e., a partition of the hyperbolic plane. Only
two cases are possible:

(A) Any b-gon has exactlyb - 6 pairs of nonisolated (b,5)-
edges.

(B) Someb-gon has at leastb - 5 pairs of nonisolated
(b,5)-edges.

We will show now that cases A and B are exactly cases
i and ii of the theorem.

Consider first case B. Ab-gon with at leastb - 5 pairs of
nonisolated (b,5)-edges should also have at leastb - 5 (b,b)-
edges to separate the above pairs. Sob g 3(b - 5), implying
b ) 7. By deleting the (5,5)-edges fromT, we get a partition
T′ of the Euclidean plane by 5-, 6-, and 7-gons; all 5- and
7-gons ofT′ come from 7-gons ofT having, respectively,
two or zero pairs of nonisolated (7,5)-edges. By Euler’s
formula, the ratio of the number of 5- and 7-gons inT is
1:1. So we are exactly in case ii of the theorem. It is easy to
verify that any two 7-gons with two pairs of nonisolated
(7,5)-edges are not adjacent, and therefore that the pentagons
in T′ will be isolated.

It remains to show that case A is exactly the case i of the
Theorem. First, by deleting the (5,5)-edges, we get the
hexagonal sheet; i.e.,T is a decoration of the graphite plane
by the set of (5,5)-edges. By the same argument as in case
B, we haveb g 3(b - 6) in case A. Sob ) 7, 8, or 9.

If b ) 9, then any 9-gon hasb - 6 ) 3 pairs of nonisolated
(9,5)-edges, so it has no isolated (9,5)-edges. But any one
of the three 9-gons adjacent to such a 9-gon has at least one
isolated (9,5)-edge, a contradiction. Ifb ) 8, any 8-gon has
b - 6 ) 2 pairs of nonisolated (8,5)-edges; so it has at most
one isolated (8,5)-edge. ThenT contains some 8-gons with
at least one isolated (8,5)-edge, because each 8-gon without
isolated (8,5)-edges is adjacent to four that have one such
edge. But, any 8-gon with exactly one isolated (8,5)-edge,
and hence two pairs of nonisolated (8,5)-edges, is adjacent
to an 8-gon with more than one isolated (8,5)-edge, a
contradiction. Sob ) 7.

It remains to consider subcases i1 and i2. The number of
isolated (7,5)-edges per 5-gon is two for IP- and one for
IT-pentaheptites; the ratio of the numbers of 5- and 7-gons

Figure 12. The three spherical face-regular pentaheptite polyhedra
(a) C28, (b) C44, and (c) C92, all shown in two orthogonal projections.
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is 1:1 for any pentaheptite on the Euclidean plane. Recall
that any 7-gon has exactly one pair of nonisolated (7,5)-
edges, i.e., zero, one, or two isolated (7,5)-edges. The number
of isolated (7,5)-edges per 7-gon should therefore be on
average two for IP- and one for IT-pentaheptite. This can
be achieved, in the IP case, only ifeVery 7-gon has two
isolated (7,5)-edges. In the IT case, no 7-gon has exactly
two isolated (7,5)-edges, since otherwise the 7-gon that
separates the two isolated edges has two pairs of nonisolated
(7,5)-edges, a contradiction. So, an IT-pentaheptite has on
average one isolated (7,5)-edge per 7-gon, while no 7-gon
has more than one such edge. Each 7-gon has therefore
exactly one such edge. Q.E.D.
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